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NOTES FROM EDITOR
Hello
Welcome to the first issue of NICE, a
new initiative by Nicework to spread the
word about other talented creatives and
their work. On a daily basis we encounter
individuals and companies who think
differently and stretch the boundaries of
their respective fields. This magazine is
a platform for them to get noticed. Why
an online magazine? Well it saves the
rainforests for one and that is a good
enough reason for us.
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We were very lucky to get a number of
talented people involved in this debut issue.
Local illustrator and designer, Johan de
Lange spoke to us about his work and latest
awesome project. Ross Garrett’s haunting
photo story titled “Ghost” is a beautiful
and welcome addition to our pages. We’ve
compiled a round up of excellent packaging
design and print advertising for those who
are aesthetes at heart. We’ve also featured
a number of industrial designers, book
designers and illustrators to finish off what
we think is an excellent inaugural issue. A
big thank you to everyone involved.
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Green Berry Tea

Printed
and
Packaged

Design: Natalia Ponomareva
click for link

AT NICEWORK WE HAVE A DEEP
APPRECIATION FOR GREAT PACKAGING.
Being aesthetically minded people
we understand the value of good
presentation. Even Julie Andrews
was singing about it in the Sound of
Music, so it must be important. In
celebration of all things perfectly
packaged we have done a round up
of notable packaging design from
around the globe.
Enjoy.
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Design: Natalia Ponomareva

Inspired by the shapes and folds of origami paper
craft, Natalia Ponomareva’s concept packaging
for Green Berry Tea uses a bird shaped tea bag
that unfurls as the tea infuses.
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Butter!
Better!

Design: Yeongkeun Jeong

Yeongkeun Jeong revises the traditional single-serving butter
packaging to incorporate a wooden knife as a lid.
This concept design is not only functional but looks good too.
Each butter package is colour coded to indicate its flavour.

Design: Yeongkeun Jeong
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The Mast Brothers
have achieved cult
status over the last
few years.
These bearded brothers
(Michael and Rick Mast) based
in Brooklyn create handcrafted
artisanal chocolate from bean
to bar. Their chocolates are
individually wrapped and
packaged in gold foil and
patterned Italian paper. These
chocolates are a sight to behold
and even tastier to eat.

Mast
Brothers
Chocolate

Design: The Mast Brothers

Design: The Mast Brothers
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Design: Fanakalo

Boer
&
Brit
Design: Fanakalo

Local agency Fanakalo created the branding and
packaging for wine producers Boer & Brit. Their
design incorporates illustrated South African
imagery and is a welcome move away from
traditional wine bottle packaging.
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Mille Plateaux is a niche ginger beer from
the Dirty Minds Wine Co. Art director Justin
Overell and designer/illustrator Monique
Kneepkens were enlisted with the task
of creating a label that would reflect the
uniqueness of the product and differentiate
it from other ginger beers. Great hand
drawn typography, an earthy brown label
and a cool green bottle makes for an
unusually striking design that stands out
from the crowd.

Mille
Plateaux
Ginger
Beer
Design: Monique Kneepkens
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Design: Monique Kneepkens
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AWESOME
BEER
Design: Renee Fernandez and Ryan Rhodes

Homebrewed beer has never been so cool. Renee Fernandez and
Ryan Rhodes created this beer packaging for their friends to enjoy.

Design: Renee Fernandez and Ryan Rhodes

Love the typography and the hilarious phrases: “Where the hell
are my pants” is a definite favourite.
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Marmite

XO
Design: Core Design

As part of a social media campaign, Marmite called on
their biggest fans to be inducted into a secret society
called The Marmarti. These chosen few were given the
responsibility to taste and refine new Marmite flavours.

As part of the campaign, Core Design was
commissioned to create 200-handcrafted
limited edition Marmite jars for these diehard fans. The design incorporates vintage
details, a classic colour combination of black
and gold, as well as individually signed and
numbered jars by Lord Marmarti himself. Very
clever campaign and even better packaging.
Design: Core Design
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GRANNY’S
SECRET
TOMATO
SAUCE
Design: Peter Gregson

Granny’s Secret (Bakina Tajna) tomato sauce is a new product
from Serbian company Foodland and forms part of a rebrand
for the Bakina Tajna range.

The label has scalloped detailing
and cut outs that contrast beautifully
against the bright red tomato sauce.
Damn classy packaging.

Design: Peter Gregson
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Design: Sanna Annukka

Sanna Annukka is a half-English, half-Finnish illustrator and print maker whose work is inspired by
nature, storytelling and Finnish folklore. She has collaborated with a number of prestigious clients
including Keane, Vogue, Marimekko and Zune. High-end UK retailer Marks & Spencer commissioned
her to create a series of designs for their limited edition biscuit tins. Annukka’s bold and distinctive
illustration creates a product that is both a great collectors item and a beautiful design object.

Marks & Spencer Biscuit Tins
Design: Sanna Annukka
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Excellent branding and packaging design by
graphic design student Drew Roper for Hot Cup
Cold Spoon, a new coffee house chain that sells
coffee products and homemade ice cream. The
simple colour palette and friendly graphics
create a brand identity that is accessible and
inviting. Well done Drew Roper, job well done.

HOT
CUP
COLD
SPOON
Design: Drew Roper

Design: Drew Roper
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Print
Perfect
From the quirky to the humorous, we’ve rounded
up a showcase of awesome print advertising
from a variety of talented agencies.
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Ogilvy’s print campaign for The International Society of
Human Rights depicts the world’s contemporary dictators
(Robert Mugabe, Kim Jong-Il and Muammar al-Gaddafi) as
terrified leaders.
The source of their fright is a computer mouse, which
represents the power of online communities to champion
human rights on the Internet and further afield.

A very clever campaign.

Credits
Advertising Agency:
Ogilvy, Frankfurt, Germany
Creative Directors:
Simon Oppmann, Peter Roemmelt
Copywriter/ Art Director:
Taner Ercan
Head of Art:
Cosmin Ezaru
Photographers:
Robert Eikelpoth, Michael Breyer
Art Buying:
Christina Hufgard
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French Advertising Agency Leg
Created This

great retrostyled
campaign
for
Eurostar to
encourage
travel to
London.
Leg, Paris, France

The vintage imagery coupled with
the tag-phrase “When was the last
time you visited London?” makes for a
wonderfully nostalgic treatment.
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Leg, Paris, France

Credits
Advertising Agency:
leg, Paris, France
Creative Director:
Gabriel Gaultier
Copywriter:
Gabriel Gaultier, Clémence
Cousteau
Head of Art:
Cosmin Ezaru
Art Director:
Stéphane Richard, Hugues
Pingue
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Credits

Advertising Agency:
Tempo Advertising,
Bucharest, Romania
Creative Directors:
Adrian Preda, Bogdan
Costin
Head of Art:
Cosmin Ezaru
Art Director:
Viorel Holovaci, Alexandru
Covrig
Copywriter:
Alexandru Vicol
Additional credits:
Diana Stancu

A simple print ad by Romanian agency
Tempo Advertising showing the power of
LEGO as an educational toy.
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Leica’s zoom function is
shown as so extraordinary
that the subjects of the
photograph- in this case
a frog, robin and pig- are
rendered as mere colours.

Credits
Advertising Agency:
Publicis, Brussels, Belgium
Executive Creative Director:
Alain Janssens – Paul Servaes
Art Director:
Gilles de Boncourt
Copywriter:
Eric Becker
Account Director:
Sebastien Desclée
Producer:
Christ Lannoy
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Advertising agency
Grey plays on
the phrase “bear
hug” to show the
environmentally
conscious approach
of John West.
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Credits
Advertising Agency:
Grey, Melbourne, Australia
Account Director:
Ben Dalla Riva
Executive Creative Director:
Ant Shannon
Copywriter:
Sharon Condy
Art Director:
Josh Murrell
Agency Producer:
Samdi Gracin
Retoucher:
Cream
Photographer:
Andreas Smetana, Michael
Corridore
Account Manager:
Tim Clark
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Ricardo Cavolo
Ricardo Cavolo is a man of few words.
When we asked him to send us some information about himself and his work he replied:

“Ricardo Cavolo is an illustrator based in Madrid,
Spain. Drawing the beauty of the weird part of life.”
Like him, we agree that his work speaks for itself. Enjoy the eye candy.
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All images copyright: Ricardo Cavolo
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Studio Violet
Swedish people seem to be hardwired to have an
intrinsic sense of style, creativity and good design.
Studio Violet is a perfect example of the meeting of two
amazingly creative Swedish minds: Camilla Engman
and Elisabeth Dunker.
Camilla Engman is an illustrator, artist and graphic designer
who studied at HDK, School for Design and Crafts. She has
established herself creatively by working with major clients such
as The New York Times, Google, Converse and Mastercard.
Elisabeth Dunker also studied at HDK. Her creative practice
spans across a number of creative fields including design,
illustration, styling and photography.
Studio Violet creative practice spans a broad range of projects
including prints, stamps, wallpapers and most recently a picture
book called ‘The Life of Mr Mustache’.
Last year Studio Violet created a series called Circus Violet, which
is a collection of reused crockery with illustrated ceramic decals.
Their whimsical and wonderful characters that dance across
plates, teapots and cups are a delight to behold.
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All images copyright: Studio Violet
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Joh Del
Johan de Lange a.k.a. Joh Del is an unassuming bearded fellow. He is also an insanely talented
creative who makes magic with every project he is involved in.

We were lucky enough to
nab an interview with him
and give you a sneak peak
of his latest project. Hold on
to your hats kids.
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So tell me a little about yourself?
I started designing magazine layouts for Stage Magazine and SL Magazine
a couple of years ago. But for the last 4 years I have been freelancing as
a illustrator and graphic designer working on anything from corporate
identities to papercrafts and mural graphics.

What are some of the projects you have worked on that you are
proud of?
I am most proud of the second corporate identity that I did for Humanoid.
There where so many details and aspects to it. It was really fun to
do. Other projects I enjoyed include: a pop up card for Egg Films, the
illustrations for a Cell C Zola 7 animation and an artwork for the Nike
gallery in Melville. But most of the jobs I do I enjoy.

If you could collaborate with someone who would you choose to
work with?
Portrait of Joh Del: Douglas Bower

Ha ha! If I could… I would collaborate with Bob Dylan (dream on… ha ha).
My dream would be to illustrate a children’s story written and narrated by
Bob Dylan.

Tell me about your latest project?
It is a children’s picture book. A love story between a snake and a skull.

Why a childrens book?
I think it is every illustrator’s dream to do a children’s book. That’s what I
have always wanted to do. And it’s the best life: creating the illustrations,
collecting references, planning the pages, spending weeks and weeks
drawing a single page and really getting into it, focusing on one thing and
letting it take over a big part of your life. My aim is to create something that
will become a part of someone’s life, to bring enjoyment and fascination.

What is your favourite childrens book and why?
My favourite childrens book is called Trouble for Trumpets, written by
Peter Dallas-Smith and illustrated by Peter Cross. This is the HOLY GRAIL
of illustrated children’s books. I grew up with the Afrikaans translation
“Trompette en Grompette”. I must have looked at those pictures ten
thousand times in my life. Every time I look at them I love them more. The
crazy thing is after about 25 years of worshipping this book, I have never
read the actual story!

Any future projects in the pipeline?

All images copyright: Joh Del

I’m moving to Amsterdam next year, so we will have to see what that
brings… But I already have another story in mind for a new children’s book.
Thank you for sharing your work with us Joh Del!
For more of his work check out: http://johdel.blogspot.com/ and
http://www.themotel.co.za/
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Jim Tierney is an extraordinary book cover illustrator and designer.
In 2010, he graduated from the University of the Arts in Philadelphia
with a degree in Illustration

.

Tierney owes his success to the publicity he gained from his
concept book designs, which were posted on many design-related
blogs. Tierney’s online popularity started his freelance career and
eventually led to him being employed as a book cover designer at
major publishing house Penguin.
Tierney currently lives in Brooklyn, New York, with his fiancé and
fellow book designer Sara Wood.

Jim Tierney
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Jules Verne Covers, thesis work
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Illustrated book covers for Penguin, Art Direction: Paul Buckley

Illustrated cover for Random House UK, Art Direction: Suzanne Dean
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Nicework
Showcase

Bentel
Associates
International
Coffee Table Book
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In celebration of 50 years of architectural practice,
Bentel Associates International (BAI) commissioned
Nicework to create a book that would document their
extensive history and portfolio.
The project was over a year in the making. The BAI archives were comprehensively
researched, key players were interviewed and photographer Philip Mostert
photographed a vast majority of BAI’s buildings. Significant South African
businessmen Richard Maponya and Raymond Ackerman, who are long-standing
clients of BAI, were also interviewed.
In order to reflect the streamlined branding of BAI, the hard cover book and its
slipcover feature two pantones and a sophisticated UV spot varnish. The landscape
orientation of the book combined with the full colour 200gsm satin paper are
perfect for large image-centric double page spreads. An additional disk insert at
the back of the book, includes an animation of current BAI projects.
The book is an analysis of BAI’s legacy, the challenges of its development and the
evolution of the practice into one of South Africa’s major architectural firms. It is
also a project we are very proud of.
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Editor: Brett Wilks
Design & Layout: Ross Drakes
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Ross Garrett
Ross Garrett is a portrait and fashion photographer based in
Johannesburg. He has a masterful photographic ability and a
meticulous eye for detail. In short, his work is worth a look.
He is also one of the founding members of creative studio Injozi
and an all round nice guy.
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Ghost
Ghost forms part of a series of test shoots
inspired by the Neutral Milk Hotel album
‘In The Aeroplane Over The Sea’, which
deals with the life and death of Anne
Frank and her family.
Ghost is a photographic eulogy to the
song that serves as its namesake and
inspiration. Elizaveta B from Fusion
Models revisits ghosts of the past as she
delivers a wave goodbye to lost loves in
front of Ross Garrett’s lens.
This story was originally featured in Naag.
Thank you Ross for sharing it with us.
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Credits:

All images copyright: Ross Garrett

Photographer:
Ross Garrett
Model:
Elizaveta B at Fusion Models Cape
Town and Sutherland Models Toronto
Stylist:
Leza Marais at One League
Hair & Makeup:
Sjani at One League
Photographers Assistant:
Douglas Bower
Gear:
SJV Photography
All images copyright:
Ross Garrett
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Drawing inspiration from South
African craft processes and pared
down Scandinavian design, Pedersen
+ Lennard’s quality products feature
both handmade and machine-made
elements. Their great eye for detail
and progressive design approach has
established them as significant players
in the field of South African industrial
design and beyond.
We are particularly fond of their bucket
stool that reinvents a simple utilitarian
object into a sophisticated design
product.

Pedersen + Lennard
Pedersen + Lennard are a local
design duo who create innovative
design objects including lighting,
furniture and storage.
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All images copyright: Pedersen + Lennard
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Florian Kallus
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Kallus’s designs exhibit a practical
approach with a keen eye for material.
One of his more recent designs, the
Tamp&Lable combines the necessary
objects for work (a table and lamp) into
a singular design object. The detachable
lamp makes it more versatile and
features a striking red cord for extra
visual effect.

All images copyright: Florian Kallus

Florian Kallus is a talented German industrial
designer specialising in furniture design. After
completing school he trained as a carpenters
apprentice, where he developed a passion for form,
function and technique.
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The Geometry
of Pasta

by Jacob Kenedy and Caz Hildebrand
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The Geometry of Pasta is unlike any
cookery book you have encountered
before. It does not feature the extreme
close-up food photography we are so
familiar with, nor is it structured in a
typical thematic fashion.
Designed entirely in striking black
and white, the book is a minimalist
masterpiece that uses pasta shapes
to create its own visual language.
Organised alphabetically by pasta
shape, the book provides an
encyclopaedic overview of how to cook
and eat pasta like an Italian.

“The perfect shape +
the perfect sauce”
Acclaimed chef Jacob Kenedy of
restaurant Bocca di Lupo and award
winning designer Caz Hildebrand
of Here Design have created a book
that explores the science, history and
philosophy behind delicious Italian
pasta dishes with masterful effect.
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All images copyright: Here Design
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TEN Things
Damien Amstrong

Each issue we pick the brain of a talented creative to list ten things that
they like, enjoy, appreciate and/or get inspired by.

4

This issue we asked Damian Armstrong, creative director at whatwewant, to give us his list of ten things. whatwewant is a
place that works with brands to be more adventurous and entertaining. They design skate parks or create mockumentaries
especially for their clients.Here is a little more about the man himself:
“I collect loads of music and sometimes a kind soul will ask me to DJ at festivals like Oppikoppi and Rocking the Daisies. I
love boxing and in a few months time I’m marrying the gal of my dreams.”
We hope you enjoy his list (in no particular order).

7

5
1

Dubstep’s Next Step
The gut-wrenching voice of Dubstep gets retranslated by artists like Gonjasufi, James Blake,
George Fitzgerald, Kode9, Mount Kimbie, Flying
Lotus, Burial, Pariah, Nosaj Thing, Deadboy, Joy
Orbison, Ramadanman, Scuba, Untold and Xxxy.
Nothing sounds alike...it’s more of a mood than a
genre...and it’s given us the track of the year: Jamie
Woon’s heart-stopping ‘Night Air’.

2

Lionel Messi
Love that no matter how hard that prick Ronaldo
tries he is always a few paces behind football’s
greatest. Messi’s knack almost makes up for
Liverpool’s hard knocks.

3

Mushroom Pithivier from The Attic
First bite: devour it, it’s too good. Then: slow down,
it’s almost finished. Next day: taste buds recall the
flavour. Silly, dreamy smile.

4

Paul Smith Jeans
Seriously comfy, seriously good fit, seriously great
fabric and seriously worn to death.

5

RSS Mailboxes

6

Serge Lutens Fumerie Turque

6

Another work of art from the nose that knows best.

7

The American Office
Every season it gets funnier, darker, more
ridiculous and less PC...and it’s shut the British
purists up.

8

Tuxedo Shirts
It’s a bit of an obsession. I collect everything from
vintage satin Dior and wingtips to fake-cuffed
knock-offs and classic whites. Shirt-wearing as
ritual.

9

Typographic Tattoos

8

Ring finger done. Arm next. Word on.

10

Wolf + Lamb Family
Gathered around Zev (the wolf) and Gadi (the
lamb) are a group whose music is everything that’s
awesome about house: dripping-wet soul, warped
humour, serious production, sharp references,
haunted moods and...most importantly...hipshaking hypnotics.

9

Every half hour loads of really inspiring people
from all over the world send me their ideas, rants,
designs, playlists and dreams for the future. Neat.
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1
“Nicework has come up with some awesome festive season
wishlists. We hope they offer some inspiration.
Happy Hanukkah! Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!”

Christmas Wishlist

2

Ben Voster- Managing Director

1

A Rado r5.5 watch

2

Native Instruments Maschine

3

A Kindle and an iPad for good measure

4

Vespa Primavera NK 125- I like its strange posterior

5

A pair of Ask The Missus boots

6

A Rubinacci suit (or 5)

7

Hot chestnuts on the street in Paris with my girl

8
9

6

4

5

Proper fast Internet
A lot of panforte (a dense cake of fruit and nuts,
sometimes with cocoa)

10

10

A visit with Hercules the 400kg Liger

7

8
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Christmas Wishlist
Ross Drakes- Creative Director

2
5
1

Global knife

2

Mac mini

3

Ikonik shelves

4

A SSD for my Macbook Pro

5

A Mini Leyland

6

Hannah Hughes mugs

7

The Feed for your Google Reader and an iPad

8
9
10

4

6

A bike shelf
The Canon 5d MKII
A letterpress

7

9
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Christmas Wishlist

1
3

Catherine Green- Copywriter

4
1

5

A customised bicycle with a painted wood grain
frame

2

A subscription to The New Yorker

3

A Wuthering Heights print from one of my
favourite illustrators Lizzy Stewart

4

The entire range of Penguin clothbound
classics designed by Coralie Bickford-Smith.
Her Art Deco-inspired F. Scott Fitzgerald book
cover designs would go down well too

5

A wooden laptop case designed by Rainer Spehl

6

A painting by Andrzej Nowicki or a photograph

7

Ceramics from Studio Violet by Swedish artist

by Daniel Naudé

6

7

and photographer duo Elisabeth Dunker and
Camilla Engman

8

A bird talon cuff or bird skull necklace from

9

A new wardrobe from Alexa Chung for

Pamela Love

10

Madewell’s collection

10
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A Home Desk by George Nelson

8

9
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Christmas Wishlist
Arline Stoffberg- Designer

5

3
4

6
1

This nice camera

2

This antler lamp

3

A ukulele

4

Long road trip

5

A baby nature

6

This pencil case

7

This cupboardtablestool

8
9
10

7

8

These cups
This rug
Tolletjie brei

9
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Thank you- Check out our page www.nicework.co.za

